
 

Environmental Engineering  
(Environmental Issues Related to Infrastructure Development in Asia) 

Environment is the most important key word—politically，  economically，  socially，
scientifically，and technically—for everybody living on earth in the twenty-first century． 
Sustainability is the most promising strategic concept of global efforts for the survival of 
humankind as well as of every living creature． The natural environment and the various 
levels of development in the global-，  regional-，  and city-scale are intertwined in a 
complicated manner． Development efforts that disregard environmental issues bring about 
undesirable results and fatal impacts on our future．  

This research project focuses on the balance and harmony between the environment and 
infrastructure improvement/upgrade needed for national and urban development． This is a 
wide field and would involve an interdisciplinary approach and a wide， general and holistic 
study is essential． This new research field is indispensable and is urgently needed for the 
further development in Asia， the world’s most dynamic and diverse region， having the 
largest population and having undergone fastest urbanization， entailing a considerable 
demand for infrastructure development． Yet， Asia is the region that is most vulnerable to 
natural disasters such as typhoons and earthquakes． Environmental sustainability in 
harmony with infrastructure development is therefore the biggest challenge for the Asian 
region as well as for civil and environmental engineers． 
 

The collaborative researchs were conducted by the following four sub-groups（S-1，2，3，4）
in the first seven years (1999-2005) of this project． The principal research subjects are as 
follows． 
S-1: Atmospheric Circulation of Water and Environmental Problems， such as the movement 
of pollutants in fluid bodies， soil and ground water contamination． 
S-2: Urban Development and Environmental Control， such as over-congested transportation 
and air pollution problems， strategy and planning for urban facilities． 
S-3: Environmental Factors and the Safely/Stability of Foundation and Support Structures， 
such as seismic design of structures， liquefaction of weak reclaimed land．  
S-4: Infrastructure Maintenance/Upgrade for Minimal Environmental Impact，  such as 
retrofit of existing infrastructures， use of non-traditional resources． 
 

This JSPS core university program was based on the research oriented exchange of 
researchers． The exchange researchers from Philippines and Thiland either stayed for 1-3 
months (short stay) or 9-10 months (long stay)． Japanese researchers also visited either 



Philippines or Thailand to carry out the research at the field where actual environmental 
problems are emerging． Through collaborative researches， discussion in the iner-subgroup 
seminars and communication and discussion with related stakeholder， from local community 
workers to decision makers．   
 

To achive the final goal of the program “Balance/Harmony between the Environment and 
Infrastructure Maintenance/Upgrade” by integrating all the results obtained by forgoing 4 
groups， Sub-group 5 started its acitibity from the last there years (2006-2008)． Message 
from S-5 as civil and environmental engineers is conveyed to a wide range of stakeholder such 
as decision makers， scientists and engineers， educators， learned socities， and local 
communit，  by demonstrating civil and environmental engineering views on available 
technical methodologies，  and by illustrating several case histories of infrastructure 
development in harmony with the environment in which we have been involved． 
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